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Boycotts 'for rights
Kristy Evans
Staff Writer

.

Kl'isty Evans/Chronicle

Over a million demonstrators took to the streets' May 1 in order
to show support for a law that could change rights for illegal
immigrants.
·

Krlsty Evans/Chronicle

Many businesses in San Bernardino closed their doors tor the
day.

The CSUSB campus remained
quiet last Monday while around
San Bernardino the words "si se
puede" or "yes we can" wer~ heard
loud and clear at local protests to
H.R 4437, a law that could char&e
undocumented immigrants with a
felony if caught here in the United
States.
Over a million demonstrators
took to the streets that day across
the country in what is being called
the largest civil rights protest since
the sixties.
Whether you call last
Mondays' boycotts the May Day
Protests,
A Day
Without
Immigrants, or the Great
American Protest day, the nationwide demonstrations could hardly
go_unnoticed.
In San Bernardino, local businesses closed their doors in recognition of the one-da¥ boycott of
work, school, and busmess.
Many or those business owners and employees could be seen
actively involving themselves at a

vigil that was held in front of San
Bernardino City Hall.
Hundreds of demonstrators rallied together there; waving flags
and chanting slogans to show their
solidarity against what they consider to be anti-immigration legislation.
Contrary to previous walkouts
over the issue of illegal immigr1!tion where protestors waved the
Mexican Flag, demonstrators in
San Bernardino peppered the
crowd with American Flags.
"I came to this country many
years ago and now I have my
said
demonstrator
papers,"
Salvador Rivera.
"I came to help my family and
work hard. Immigrants don't come
here to steal from Americans they
come
here for a better way of life," he
said.
The House Resolution 4437
began to draw attention when it
was first introduced to the House
of Representatives by Judiciary
Comi:nittee Chairman Rep. Jam ~s
Sensenbrenner (R-WI) in December
Continued on Pg 2.

ccess disAbility ~areness'' progr·am . .
Krystle Kleitz
Staff Writer
CSUSB strives to make the
accommodations needed to provide an agreeable educational
experience for all students,
whether it is from elevators,
ramps, or the many available academic support services, and adaptive equipment specially created to
ease and accommodate the student
populous.

"I think we created a good text of textbooks and course relatenvironment here at CSUSB, and ed material, . and brailing of
we defmitely try to accommodate approved course related printed
all," said Twillea Carthen of the materials.
Seventeen years ago, the disHuman Resources department.
The academic support servic- ability awareness program was inies include:. priority registration, tiated here on campus to promote
mobiliry
assistance,
library . disability awareness and education
research assistance, sign language amongst stUdents, faculty and
interpreters, support of note taking staff.
services, real time captioning,
The focus is on ability rather
tape-recording . of textbooks and than disability, and promoting
course related rilaterials, electronic knowledge about interacting and

respecting individuals who are disabled. The 'lwareness program
holds an annual ·event cleverly
termed
"Access
disAbility
Awareness" which recently took
place at CSUSB .
"I've organized this event for
the past seventeen years and it
truly is a great educational experience,II sa~d earthen.
Its main purpose was to discuss "Public Perception of persons
Continued on Pg 2.

CSUSB gives funds lor
Cesar middle school
affWriter
CSUSB has partnered with the
an Bernardino Unified School
istrict to fund construction of a
ew building for a local middle
ISChool.
The Cesar E. Chavez Middle
School on North Magnolia Ave.
eeded extra funding of $1.5 milion to complete a new multipurpose room at the middle school.
The school sought the extra
ds from the State Allocation
oard, which furnishes money for
ublic schools, but needed a partper in order to obtain ·funds,
according to the San Bernardino
I•
County Sun.
·
.

The district needed to pair
with a government agency, a high,er-education institution, a nonprofit organization, the county
office of education or another
school district.
According to the San
Bernardino Sun, the city entered
into a joint-use agreement early on
in April 2004. The agreement was
that the city provides the extra
funds to complete the multipurpose room and in return share use
of the ~ultipurpose room. This
partnership would have provided a
community
center
in
the
Verdemont neighborhood.
The district and the city could
not agree on the proposed use of ·

Sarah Scoboda/Guest Photographer

Pending its completion, all organizations are w~lcome to apply
for the use of the facility whenever it is available.

Sarah Svoboda/Guest Photographer

Because CSUSB has partnered with the school district in funding
the new gym, · CSUSB also gains access to the building for
events in the futures.

the new- facility though, and the
agreement came to an end. The
district however, still needed the
funds to complete construction on
the new building and came to
CSUSB with a proposition.
"We saw it as an opportunity
to have access to this beautiful new
multipurpose room," said David
DeMauro, Vice President of
Administration and Finance for
CSUSB. By paying for certain
costs, such as janitorial, CSUSB
will gain shared use of the Cesar E.
Chavez middle school's new facility.
With the building now almost
comP.lete, city officials have
expressed interest in rejoining the
partnership,· according to the San
Bernardino County Sun. Linda

Hill, the district spokeswoman,
stated that the district already has
one partner, but the city as with
any organization is welcome to fill
out an application to use the facility anytime that it is available.
The district can partner with
more than one agency; ~owever,
District Superintendent Arturo
Delgado said, "We're interested in
protecting the partnership that we
have now." Accordi~g to the Sat).
Bernardino County Sun, Delgado
also said, "We're always open to
talk to the city regarding partnerships."
DeMauro of CSUSB said that
the university has no problem sharing the partnership with the city,
according to the San Bernardino
County Sun.

be able to effectively repay tl!..~.ir
student loan debt as a teacher:,
according to a report by the
Student loan debt is at an all Connecticut
Public
Interest
time high, reaching well over $415 Research Group (ConnPIRG).
The numbers are even wo~e
billion nationwide.
That number is c;limbing by for gr,aduates who would like
pursue careers as social workerS'.
leaps and bounds.
For a university like CSUSB, Nationally, 37 percent of all fourwhere nearly 1 in 4 graduates are year college graduates would not
in edm;ation ,and teaching creden- · be able to manage their stud.~iiJ
tial programs, .this may mean a re- loan debt on the starting salary of a
examina_9on of these students' pro- social worker.
fessionif goals.
The debt will only grow faste~
I
Many of them who are con- after July 1, when $ 12 billiQn, iry
sidering careers in teaching or cuts to student loan program~
social work will possibly have too passed by Congress in Febru~"i¥
much debt coming out of college will fix interest rates at 6.8 perto begin a career in their chosen cent, an almost 3 percent increase
fields.
from previous rates.
'
For example, 23 percent of
Nearly two-thirds of all fopt1
·
would not Continued on
2.
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Hrgl er educatron shouldn't mean deeper debt
lE~L vVASHINGfON DC: LOWER STUDENT
Jaymes Merritt/Chronicle

This is the clock that hundreds of students are putting on their
webpages and emails in protest of student loans and debts.

·

Dangerous popcorn
Malikah Riley
Staff Writer
When watching a movie, it is
only normal to hear the words, "I'll
g() get. some popcorn." What is
known as a "microwave safe" bag
may not be as safe . it seems.
Recently, it has been discovered
that a dangerous chemical was
found in the bags of the popcorn.
The chemical from the inside
of the bag melts onto the popcorn
kernels.
Over 39 people who worked
in popcorn factories have been
diagnosed with a serious case of
lung disease, which was connected
to breathing vapors from the buttery flavoring.
As the number of those affected increases, doctors and scientists
are trying to fmd the reason for
this chemical imbalance.
According to Sarah Shipley,
St. Louis Post-Dispatch writer, a
lawsuit was filed in Jasper,
Missouri stating that the butter
manufacture, International Flavors
& Fragrances, "knew or should
have known that the product was
dangerous."
In 1993, scientists discovered
that the key ingredient in the coating was highly toxic to rats.
Workers have been diagnosed
with respiratory diseases from six
other factories throughout the
United States. The chemical that
was found in the popcorn coating
is called Dirnethylg1yoxal.
, This chemical is naturally
found in cheese, milk and some
vegetables. Du Point, another
,company that sells the coating,
said that the chemical flurotelemers comes from the bag, but the
popcorn is still safe to eat.
"Even before we cook the
....v~•...,v•.u the butter is already con-

taminated with a paper flurochemical that will be absorbed into your
blood and stay in your blood for a
long, long time," one scientist
admitted to WABC News in New
York.
To test diacetyl, Scientist from
the
National Institute for
Occupational Safety and Health
(NIOSH) laboratory used rats.
After breathing in this chemica-l
for only four hours, many of the
rats choked and gasped for air.
Within a day, half of those rats
died.
After the discovery, many
people were wondering if this
chemical can cause cancer in
humans since it causes cancer in
animals.
In 2001, the same test wasconducted by NIOSH. According
to the study, approximately 19 rats
were exposed to the chemical for
six hours.
However, the fumes con:
tained about two or three times the
highest level measured in OQe
work day. The results from tl)e
experiment were similar to tbe
results of the recent experiement. '
According to the Artic'ie,
"Microwave Popcorn;
Stu~y
Show Chemical is Toxic," Dr. Ann
Hubbs, a veterinary pathologist .¥
NIOSH, examined tissue sampl~s
from the animals and ~aid tha~· \'
was the rp.ost dramatic case of ~.e\\
death she had ever seen in thpr~
airways.
In addition, the lab rats aJ~Q·
showed rapid signs of distress,..
Parts qf their lungs were fl~\r~
with blood and fluids whLe<b
caused them to collapse.
,:.
Because of these discoveries~
popcorn companies have decided
to avoid using the chemical as a
coating in the popcorn bags.
'
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Dirt mound baffles students

,..i

.

Daniel McKay/Chronicle

~any students are questioning the existence of the 40th Anniversary

$>und.

aniel McKay

·-.sjaff Writer
•

Many students at CSUSB are

~ed by the existence of the 40~ anniversary mound in front of

the John M. Pfau Library.
Attempts to gain more information about the mound have been
made to campus Public Affairs but
no one from that office has
returned calls to the Chronicle.

:.Continued:

ervices to Students with ·
~isabilities
getting out there
. .

ith disabilities in the workplace."
"· The keynote speaker was
.. ence Silcock, who has an
A in occupational therapy and
. a certified Assistive Technology
~ctitioner, and has been in the
~d for over 20 years.
:•.. Silcock spoke on assumptions
~ perceptions toward disabled
~ividuals, and educated others
~common etiquette to be applied
.. ile interacting with individuals
Mo are disabled. This includes
h>iding statements that may
lofantilize a capable and intelligent
~It, and respecting wishes. He
~ spoke on how businesses can
~r accommodate disabled indi~uals by giving them a chance to
~hired and perform the duties or
:.qaks that go along with the job,
~er than assuming that the indi~aual is incapable of accomplish~ng goals and tasks.
The
"Access
disAbility
Awareness" event offered hope for
individuals who are disabled
because the speaker was disabled
himself, and be was able to overcome the challenges that he faced.
The event also attempted to eduute others on a more respectful
~ay to interact and understand
•
people with disabilities.

...

CSUSB also provides specific
services on campus through the
Services to Students with disabilities. "Equal access is vital for students with disabilities to participate in the academic environment.
They also strive to provide quality
services and accommodations in a
timely and efficient manner.
Services to Stutlents with
Disabilities are committed to
ensuring program access and promoting awareness and understanding of students with disabilities
across the CSUSB community,"
said Beth Jaworski, the interim
director of services to students
with disabilities.
Jaworski also stales that
Services to Students with disabilities have recently made a multitude of new and additionally beneficial improvements within the
Services to
Students with
Disabilities by hiring an additional
counselor who has reduced the
wait time for students with psychological disabilities to receive
services. Also, Services to
Students with Disabilities has
improved the timeliness of delivery through additional staff and
continues to develop procedures to
improve their services. F

.-
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"If the 40-year anniversary
mound was made to show only students and faculty its celebration
then I think it supports their intention," said Michelle Eagan, a
CSUSB alumni. "If it was for the
city to recognize the campus'
accomplishment then it should not
have been placed so far back from
Northpark Blvd."
The mound of dirt appeared
last quarter covered by a blue tarp
for many days.
Before the tarp was availed, a
protest was held in front of the
library in response to the tuition
raises and lack of tenured faculty.
The subject matter ·of the
protest came down to proper
spending of money at CSUSB.
It bas not yet been discovered
where the money came from to pay
for construction of the 40-year
anniversary mound.
An anonymous email was sent

out after the protest about the
placement of the mound. The ·
email addressed the question,
"Were the student's and faculty's
voices heard?"
"The flowers are pretty, but
what am I supposed to do with it?"
said Katie McPheron, a CSUSB
student.
"I don't understand why it is
there. Can I sit and have a drink
next to it? I can't fmd any parking
on campus. Can I park next to it?"
How was this feature chosen
for display? How long will the
mound stay? Is it going to be per- ·
manent? Why was _its location
chosen? How much did it cost?
These are only a few of the question left unanswered.
"I remember walking by one
day and it was there. It just
appeared," said McPheron. "It
looks pleasant but seams a bit random."

Campus Incident Reports
Date: 04-28-06
Incident: Assist other Agency
Description: At approximately
2: 16 am, an officer was flagged
down by the occupants ofa vehicle
entering the outer parking lot of
University Village.
The passenger bad been shot
in the hand somewhere in the City
of San Bernardino. The wound
appeared not to be life threatening.
San Bernardino PO Detectives and
Crime
Scene
Investigators
responded and resumed the investigation from the original shooting
scene.
Date: 04-29-06
Incident: Drive under the influence
Description: A sergeant received a
call from the housing CSO who
said he saw several subjec;:ts get
into a vehicle and appeareEI to be
under the influence. The sergeant
followed the vehicle and stopped it
for a minor traffic violation. After
further investigation, it was determined that the driver, a CSUSB
student, was under the influence of
alcohol and/or drugs. The driver
was arrested and the vehicle
towed.
Date: 05-01-06
Incident: Property Damage Only
Description: At approximately
12: 18 pm, a staff member reported
that he accidentally hit a post near
the Social and Behavior Science
Building with a state vehicle that
be was driving.
There was no damage to the
post; however, there was minor
damage to the state vehicle.

Date: 05-02-06
Incident: Suspicious Backpack
Description: At approximately
1:52pm, officers were summoned
to the Library reference a suspicious backpack left in a women's
restroom. A few offices in the
basement were evacuated. The San
Bernardino County Sheriff's
Department's Bomb Squad was
called to check the backpack. The
backpack was determined to be a
student's backpack that was left
unattended.
Date: 05-03-06
Incident: False Fire Alarm
Description: At approximately
6: 12 pm, an unknown person maliciously activated a fire alarm in
Building #3 by pulling a fire alarm
pull station. The building was
evacuated and possible investigative lead pending.

Fight for rights
Later that month, H.R. 4437,
also known as the "Border
Protection, Antiterrorism, and
Illegal Immigration Control Act
2005," passed the House of
Representatives by 239-182.
Since it passed in the House,
H.R. 4437 has become the subject
of larger controversies as the
divide between supporters and
those in opposition has continued
to increase.
"I believe there is a respectable
way to go about things," said Kam
Kanalui a supporter of H.R. 4437.
"Immigration is no different.
If someone wants to come here
· from another country that is fme

with me, I just believe they should
follow the process to make it
legal," he said.
H.R. 4437 is being touted by
those in opposition as an infringement on workers and potential
immigrants' rights. · According to
the Justice For Immigrants website, H.R.4437 would not only
make "unlawful presence" in the
U.S. a felony, it also would bar
those immigrants illegally in the
country from ever re-entering.
Organized protests, boycotts
and processions also were held 'in
Riverside, Palm Springs, Perris,
Moreno Valley, and Hemet last
Monday.

I

Incident Reports are
courtesy of the Campus Police
Department.

~Campus

Kristy Evans/Chronicle

Protestors Salvador Rivera (left) and Jesus Solis (right).

Continued:

Students protest with the student loan clock

$11Wrlten

Merritt, Robert Mogensen, Michelle Organo, Jason Palmer, Matt
Phelps, Malikah Riley, Jacob Stark, Elizabeth Tomzik
Clupplcle c . ¥ lllprwaUgp
·Ca~fornia
State University, San Bernardino
J
University Hall, UH 037
5500 University Parkway
San Bernanlino, Ca 92407
omce: (909) 537-5289
AdverdRag: (909) 537-5297
Fu: (909) 537-7585
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Date: 05-04-06
Incident: Driving under the
Influence
Description: · At approximately
5:30 am, while traveling south
bound on University Pkwy
observed a vehicles nearly hit
another vehicle at college.
Enforcement stop was made
on the vehicle that failed to make a
safe tum and was the cause of the
near collision. After further investigation it was determined that the
driver was under the influence of
alcohol/drugs and was placed
under arrest.

Jessica Acheson,Vanessa Cruz, Kristy Evans, Amber Garlington,
f~lblo Garcia,Justin Hixson, Jesus lgualate, Shea Johnson, Ashley A.
Jones, Jennifer Kent, Krysde Kleitz, Jaen-PauJ LaBrada, Lorena
l''!f~:1as, Yeseni~ Martinez, Daniel McKay, Fortuna Mehari; Jaymes

The Coyoce Cbrmicle is publisbcd every Friday furdis1ributioo oo Monday
AJriDg the academic sessim by the Depanment of Oxnmunicarioo Studies,
-.oronlia SCale l1nivelsity, San Bernardino.
·
opinioos expu:ssai in the Onvnicle are those of1he student writers and
f.i]litm and do not reflect the views oftbe university, i1s administration. facul(X" any olbcr person or instdution unless expressly noted.
&ppdll8DCO ofany adverti9emeot in 1he Cluooicle <bs not tepreseut tbe
M!lmllllicle views.
Cumiclc raerves the right 10 edit all eddDriaJs submiUed to tbe paper:

Kristy Evans/Chronicle

Men -and women showed in full force to protest against the law
as well QS tO' show support for the law.

Daniela Cabrera/ Guest Cartoonist

Carrying loans and debts at the start of your new career makes
starting out in the professional world that much harder.

year ·college graduates now have
student loans, and the number who
graduate with over $25,000 in loan
debt has tripled since the early
1990s.
The average student loan burden has grown by 60% in just
seven years, according to studentdebtalert.org.
These alarming developments
are the main reason that the state
Public Interest Research Groups
(PIRGs) has set up the National
Student Loan Debt Clock, which
can ·
be
found
at
studentdebtalert.org. The up-ticJv.
ing clock takes into consideration
loans taken by students and parents
to pay for higher education.
The PIRGs are a network of
independent, state-based, citizenfunded organizations that advocate
for the public interest. Established
in 1970, PIRGs have attempted to
deliver results-oriented citizen
activism to protect the environment, encourage a fair and sustainable economy and foster a responsive democratic government.
The $415 billion figure is the

total federal student loan debt for
current and past students and parents who are paying off their loans,
without interest. It does not
include Perkins loans or private (or
"alternative") loans taken out by
students and parents.
The ConnPIRG report also
suggested several possible solutions for the growing problem,
such as an increase in need-based
grants, many sources of which
have stayed the same over the last
several years even as education
costs rose. Other ideas included
establishing incentives to keep
tuition costs down, adjusting ·
repayment rules to make them
more manageable and protecting
those in·need from unregulated private loan sources.
Studentdebtalert.org is also
sponsoring a Student Debt
Yearbook, where former and current students nationwide can post
pictures and information or concerns about their ever-increasing
debt. .So far, over 30 CSUSB students have "signed" the electronic
yearbook.
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Karnig speaks offuture plans
necessarily going to college.
Despite efforts to increase
interest in education and enhance
enrollment, the San Bernardino
Unified School District ranked last
in graduation rates. Kamig says
that some of the reasons for this,
were urbanization, demographics
and mobility problems. There was
an approximate 90 percent difference
in
attendance
from
September to June.
Karnig emphasized that good
mentors help for encouragement
and the development of self worth.
Clubs and organizations, such as
Key Club, are valuable becaul>e
they speak of the importance of
higher education to children.'
Karnig said that when he was
younger he cared more for the
"respect of friends over [the]
respect of family."
Something that has also been
a persuading factor for children
and adolescents is their own discipline and sacrifice for school.
Karnig said, "The less you get on
track· in middle
less

Vaneslla Cruz
Staff Writer

ey
:Musician Eric Cabalo(Left) and music lecturer Stuart Green (Right) pose for a picture.

.

f$tuart Green performs

I

lAshley A. Jones
•
IS!aff Wnter

I

•

CSUSB's Department of
Music welcomed faculty music
iecturer Stuart Green and profes's ional musician Eric Cabala as
th~y performed a classical guitar
concert on behalf of the "First
t
Wednesday" concert series.
The concert event took place
in the Performing Arts Recital
Hall, congregating a great number
of diverse individuals.
Dr. Jerry Pritchard, retired
music professor of CSUSB, said,
"It was a delightful program, well
balanced, nice variety, and quite
special because we had two gui~
tarists performing.
· · • Overall, it was a pleasant
evening, soothing music, we had a
chance to get excited and involved,
as what all good concerts do."
David Cozarrubias, a CSUSB
student attendee of the event,
described his experience as very
relaxing. He said, "The performance was the most beautiful thing I

ever saw, it was soothing and really nice, people should make time
to attend these events."
Another CSUSB student
attendee, Juan Robles, said he
found watching the performance
pleasurable, focusing oil the details
of the finger work and expressions
of each music piece. He said, "It
was good, a good experience."
Green and Cabala performed
I 7 song selections from a variety
of well-known composers.
Some selections presented
were: "Imagens do Nordeste,"
"Misterios do Rio Lento" and
"Boliviana" from Brazilian composer Celso Machado; "Prelude &
Fugee No. 5 in D Major" from
Russian
composer
Dmitri
Shosatokovich; and "Overture to
the Opera "La Clemenza di Tito"
from European composer W.A.
Mozart.
Green has been a lecturer with
the CSUSB Music Department for
nine years. He began studying
music at the age of seven, his interest in guitar playing developed in

his late teen years.
He expressed that his greatest
satisfaction in teaching classical
guitar is passing on a tradition and
creating a community. He said,
"When I started at CSUSB, there
was only one guitar major, as of
today there are eight."
Green said, "I admire performing for the educational purpose that viewers have an opportunity to learn something new.
Performing is most rewarding
when the viewers enjoy themselves."
He concludes by saying it's
important for students to fmd a
way to be happy making music. He
encourages them to continue practicing and enjoy playing.
Green and Cabalo's next concert event will be in the summer of
2006.
Green has an6ther concert
event scheduled for May 14, 2006
with Flutist Dr. Jerry Pritchard.
For more inform~tiQn visit th~
Music
Department
in
the
Performing Arts building.

President' Karnig started by
simply pointing out some of the
"discomforts and trouble spots" for
CSUSB, including architectural
barriers for students with disabilities; cars break-ins; backpacks
being stolen; and some intimidating areas around campus.
On Tuesday May 2, 2006, at
an open forum in the Panorama
room, Karnig said that he wants to
attempt to reduce the uneasiness of
students, including faculty; staff
and the general public.
There were many topics covered, such as uneasiness for the
campus community and some
challenges of getting people to
attend college and recruitment. It
was very informative about issues
that have been indistinct.
Karnig said that there will be a
bond that the state may pass which
will not be very favorable to the
campus because only an approximate 50 percent of the bond itself
will be offered to CSUSB. A possibe use of the money is the
Performing Arts complex because
it needs tQ be presented better,
according to Kamig.
As of now, Karnig does not
know the budget but said, "It will
approximately be about 3.5 to 3.6
for salary funding," and dispersed
to additional areas but is negotiable. Additional money will be
distributed to other programs such
as Nursing.
This year is going to be challenging as far as enrollment goes.
CSUSB may lose money. Last year
we were one percent short of the
target enrollment. Althou~h the
area is growing, people are not

you'll be on track in high school."
If you can read, write and do arithmetic, then you have a chance to
be successful.
"The early years are critical in
childhood," /aid Karnig . Many
beneficial programs for students
include I'm Going to College,
AVID and Gear Up.
"Outreach missio~s work with
schools and youngsters as effectively and often to succeed in
schools," said Kamig.
You cannot control the streets
unless there is productive educati0n being learned and applied to
'students.
So far, Karnig .has been
recruiting at churches and sparking
some interest among the younger
generation about wanting to attend
college. His suggestion is to seek
advice and find out which courses
students should take in high school
to be qualified for a university.
President Kamig's open foru,u
cleared up the listeners' questions
and gave a clear insight of the
CSUSB.

Vanessa CruzlChronicle

CSUSB President Karnig after the Open Forum on Mar 2, 2006.
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.Sight without eyes
Jennifer Kent
'Staff Wri(er

From bionic joint replacements to cornea transplants, modem technology is undoubtedly
making the human body more
resilient. There is now another
advancement that promises to
reverse vision loss and impairment
by enabling us to see through our
tongues.
The new teclmology, known
as · the BrainPort, operates by
attaching microelectrodes 'to the
tongue, which serve to take outside
sensory information and connect it
to the brain. The brain then inter. prets this- information and, essenti-ally, formulates a sonar sy~tem
within your head.
Developed by Dr. Paul Bachy-Rita, a neuroscientist from the
University of Wisconsin and
• ffiunder of Wicab, Inc., BrainPort
has been 30 years in the !\laking. It
was originally designed to be
attached to the back, but Bach-yRita soon discovered that the
tongue served as a better sensory

conductor in practice.
At this point, BrainPort is
roughly the size of a lunchbox, but
it is still in development and there
have been attempts to shrink the
device to a size able to fit onto a
helmet for portable use. If this is
accomplished, the implications
could be astounding.
"In the proposed balance
applications, the BrainPort device
substitutes for the lack of vestibular input by transmitting information about head position, as sensed
by an accelerometer, to an electrode array placed on the tongue,"
said a representative of Wicab,
Inc., the biomedical engineering
company that owns the BrainPort
trademark.
Testing has · shown that blind
subjects bad enough sensory compensation from the BrainPort to
catch balls thrown at them and fmd
doorways when walking without
any other assistance. Those who
lost their balance from inner ear
ailments and Parkinson's have
found similar success in restoring
their abilities.

Investigators applaud the
device for giving them the ability
to sense the intricacies of a murky
underwater crime scene that was a
mystery before the device was
made. The advanced sonar system
creates a mental image of a terrain
that previously had zero visibility
using the eyes alone, allowing
agents searching for bodies or evidence to accurately navigate their
crime scene.
· Those with autism also stand
to benefit from ' the BrainPort's
restoration of sensory abilities.
Autism ·has been shown to greatly
inhibit sensory function, which is
thought to contribute greatly to
cognitive and social disabilities.
With compensat~on for the sensory
dysfunction, autistic people have
the potential to gain abilities that
were once unknown to them.
. Wicab is planning to demonstrate BrainPort for military officials this month and if all goes
well, they will put it on the fast
track to put them in military use by
the end of the ye:ir. Science fiction
may soon become reality.

www.marys-touch.col\1
Purgatory is a belief of the Catholic faith that is still very alive and well in today's world.
• ··
.

If you are anything like me,
who grew ..up in a Christian home
not knowing what the differences
are between Catholicism ·and
Protestantism, which is one of the
three
main
branches
of
Christianity, you might want take a
few minutes and become enJightened.
Today, the word Protestant is
defined as "to be against."
Orig1nally, the term meant, "to be a
witness,'' with the prefh. "pro"
graphics.jsonline.com meaning "for." In general, the
This is what the human sonar system looks like, and seems to have worked in trial runs.
early Protestants have become
1
....----------------------------------------,
•kn()WO as--those-who advocated a
.ficoarmthoallt.scecparhuratciohn. from the Roman
Martin Luther, who believed
that the Catholic Church had overcomplicated lbe gospel with traditions as well as distorted themessage of salvation, headed the
reform. He, along with the other
·reformers, wanted to return to the
simplicity of the Gospel and what
they believ~d was the correct interpretation of "justification" before
God.
The Protestants devised the
five solas, which outlined and
defmed the areas in which· their
beliefs
differed
from
the
Catholics'.
The first is , Solus Christus
(Christ alone). This means that
Christ · is the only mediator
between God and man.
~ Catholics believed that the
pope was the head of the church,
and in the concept of meritorious
works and the treasury of the merit
of the saints.
This led the
Protestants to believe that this was
' proqf of their denial in Christ
alone.
The second major differentia-
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•certoin restrictions apply New rent•Is ooly, Must -ntion ad. CNHIS06·CSIJS8
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Month-to-Month Leas~s
No Security DepQsit
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7-Day Electronic Gate Access
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Jessica Acheson
Staff Writer
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· bon was Sola Scnptura (scnpture
alone).
Protestants held that
Catholics' extensive use of "tradition" undermined the doctrine of
Scripture as the sole source of
divine revelation.
Sola Fida (faith alone), criticized the Catholics' belief in meritorious works, penance and indulgences, priests hearing confessions, Masses for the dead, and
purgatory. Protestants claimed
that these beliefs allowed
Catholics to rely on another form
of justification aside from faith in
Jesus Christ.
In the fourth Solus, Sola
Gratia (grace alont<), Protestants
asserted that Catholics believed

wtllltve acccrdmgly.
1
Praying to the saints is not.a
form of worship. Catholics pray'to
the saints when they feel they are
not :worthy enough to speak to·the
Father. They ask that the sairlts
intercede on their behalf.
,::·f:
Mary is not considered to·..be
at a level with God. "We belicwe
Mary was cqnceived w.ithout original sin," says Colella. "Her choi~
es were for God and goodness!~~
Thus, Catholics hold her up as·tlle.
supreme example of a saint.
Communion for the modem
day Catholic remains the same -.as.
it was hundreds of years a~o-..
Colella elaborated on the .prac~
by saying that, they recognize tb.!t'

that one could obtain salvation thebreadandwinebeforethem'Vti
through a mixture of confidence in just bread and wine, but at
the merits of one's own good moment of consecration "so~
works and reliance upon the grace thing spiritual happens, the:r,
of God. Protestants hold that one become more than a symbol."
can gain salvation only through the
Colella admits that Martin
grace of God and the acceptance of Luther was not such a bad guy and
Christ as his savior. No one pass- he was right to question the use ot
es through to heaven based on the indulgences.
According to
. merit of his works.
Colella, "It was a well meant ven~
•
I
The fifth and final Solus, Soli ture that went wrong." Catholics
Deo Gloria (glory to God alone), no longer believe that they cari
stated that glory is due to God · receive forgiveness of sins by sayalone since salvation can only be ing certain prayers or payingI
obtained through his grace. The money.
· :
Protestants felt that Catholics vioHowever, Purgatory· is still ci.
.lated this belief by directing great very real place for Catholics. "It is
devotion to the saints and Mary, the place where someone who was
the mother of Jesus.
oriented toward good/God goes
Clare Colella, the leader of when they have not had the opporadult confirmation at Our Lady of tunity to reconcile with God," said
the Assumption Catholic Church Collela.
in San Bernardino, set me straight
It appears that over the cenon the current views of the turies the differences- betweel'\
Catholic Church:
Protestantism and Catholicism
Salvation is based upon God's have become fewer and fewer.
!
love and mercy, and faith in good
The numbers of beliefs they
works. This means that if one share seem to far outnu~ber thos~
believes that God has bestowed his they disagree. Perhap.s the twq
mercy on him or her through the faiths are not so different in trut~
sacrifice of His Son, then he or she after all.
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Better described as stinky
Robert Mogensen
Staff Writer
Sile nt Hill was a major bust;
the movie just flat out stunk. The
film was 127 minutes of little plot
and a lot of violence. '
Silent Hill, starring Jodelle
Ferland and Radha Mitchell, is in
theaters now. The movie is an
adaptation of a popular video
game and has at) R rating for
strong horror, violence, gore, disturbing images, and some language.
This movie was a complete
waste of time and money. the only
positive part of the mdvie was the
impressive visual effects. The
'ri?OVie started off decent, but once
the violence started there was too

much gore and blood for me.
Directed by Christophe Gans,
most of this movie takes place in
the ghost town of Silent Hill.
Sharon (Ferland) nearly walks off
a cliff at the beginning of the
mov1e because she walks in her
sleep. Not being the first time this
happens, her mother 1 Rose
(Mitchell) realizes that when her
daughter is going through these
night terrors she keeps screaming
out "Silent Hill."
Wanting to help her daughter,
they leave their house and go to
Silent Hill looking for some
answers. The mom quickly learns
that mines under Silent Hill are
still burning, and the entire city is
abandoned and restricted to all
outside civilians.

A cop tries to pull her over,
but she is so determined to get to
Silent Hill and refuses to stop. She
breaks through a few barriers and .
ends up getting in a car wreck.
When she ':Vakes up, her daughter
is gone and everything around her
is covered in ash.
She starts looking for her
daughter and finds herself in and
out of a hellish world, which is
seemingly brought about by loud
sirens and total darkness.
Rose starts running into
demons, and with the help of the
cop, who is also stuck in the city
with her, she starts to le.am the
truth of what really 4appened in
Silent Hill.
There was one scene in which
a women's skin is completely
ripped off her body by a demonic
character.
There were no scenes that
Robert Whitehead!CSUSB
really jolted the audience artd
Marie Mitchell and Greg Mcintosh star in "Love Tapes," the Theater Arts newest production.
made everyone jump, which
should be standard in a good scary
movie. The movie just used blood
and violence to try and scare
everyone; there was no real suspense or shock at all.
ups and downs of virtual dating. sit in the front row for the best
Jaen-Paul LaBrada
I have to admit that I have
The cast puts on a great show with experience possible. Seating is
Staff Writer
never played the game Silent Hill,
lots of energy, great on-stage limited to 49, so get your tickets
and I' m not a fan of horror films in
"Love Tapes," written by chemi stry, abso lutely classic early.
general, but' this is one of the worst
Leave your coat in the car, as
Steven Banks and Penn Jillette is moments, and a very memorable
movies I have seen in years. I hate
it gets a bit warm in there for
sure to vis ually delight you and song.
how so many scary movies use lit" I think this show is geared numerous reasons. Be aware
tickle your funny bone.
tle kids to get a scare now days.
Directed by Margaret Perry, particul arly toward the students," though, the show is geared toward
I agree that little kids can be
the Theatre Arts Department's said Director Perry. I w.ould have a mature audience and it would be
made to look creepy, but why does newest production depicts the to agree. This play is definite ly one best.to keep the kids at home.
every scary movie have to have a
The play is being held in the
intricate methodologies of present that many students will be able to
little kid in it?
Black Box Theater here on campus
day dating using current technolo- appreciate and relate to.
If horror movi e~ are really
I found it very easy to sympa- and runs May 5, 6, 11 , 12, and 13
gies.
something you enjoy, you might
Melinda is so in lust with thi ze with Greg, the bumbl ing at 8 p.m., and May 7 and 14 at 2
like this one. But if you just go to
Kevin that she must express her assi tant. It was quite difficult to p.m.
the movies looking for a good never endin~ love for him~ and keep m~ e~es off Melinda: the sex
Tickets are on sale now and
time, I would suggest saving your what better way to do that than to crazed groupie, for a number of run $1 0 for general admission, $8
money and waiting until X-Men
make a video tape that will show factors. Although the· play was for seniors and CSUSB Alumni
Three comes out.
him what she is all about.
mostly about him, Kevin has a Association members, and $5 for
Follow M e linda Meyers, small part, but also delivers the students. Parking is $3 per vehicle.
(Marie Mitchell) Greg Mcintosh goods. You will know what 1 mean
For more information, ca ll the
(Ricardo Valencia) and Kevin the when you go see it.
CSUSB theater box office at (909)
Rocker (Chris Thayer) through the
Be sure to show up early and 537-5884.
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MANY STRENGTHS. ONE
MISSION.
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JeWel says 'Goodbye'
Michelle Organo
Staff Writer

You know her...
She is going to rush for a sorority this fall.
,;

She hos not decided on a major.
Her mp3 player is filled with '80s music.

She has not eaten in three days.
;She has an eating disorder, and this disease affectS
millions of individuals just like her. Fortunately,
treatment is available. T hrough whole person
care, Lorna Linda nivcrsity Behavioral Medicine
Center is healing people and restoring hope.

<

909-558-9275
www.llubmc.com

LoMA LINDA UNWERSITY BEHAVIORAL MEDICINE CENTER

It has been three years since
Jewel released an album. From
beginning to end, "Goodbye Alice
in Wonderland," released M ay 2, is
a good album. This album artistically made its debut at number two
e n the Billboard Hot l 00 list.
J ewel abandoned her s lick
dance-pop album "0304" for a
warmer sound closer to her
"Pieces of You" album. She wrote
tfiis a lbum as an autobiography of
her life.
Jewel said, "Goodbye Alice in
Wonderland is the story of my life
and is the most autobiographical
album I have made since "Pieces
of You." By the end of the 13th
song, if you have listened closely,
you will have heard the story of the
sirens song that seduced me, of a
path I both followed and Jed, of
bizme twists and turns that
opened my eyes, forcing me to
fmd solutions so that discovering
the truth would not lead to a loss of
hope."
When people read the lyrics to
the songs on this album, they
might fi nd themselves in a sad
mood.
A lthough Jewel is a •talented
arti st and her m usic moves you,
read ing her lyrics word for word is
like reading poetry on a g loomy,
ra iny night.
"Again and Again" is one of
her popular songs played on the
radio that is about a relationship.
The arrangement of the melody
will keep you coming back for
more.
Some songs depicted a sense
of her everyday life. "Goodbye
Alice in Wonderland" is about how
she feels living in Los Angeles,
about her relationships and about
the people around her.
Lyrics fro m the chorus, such
as,
"Good bye
Alice
m

Wo nderland. Goodbye yellow
brick road. There is a difference
between dreaming and pretending.
That is not love in your eyes. It is
only a reflection of my lonely
mind sear ching for what's been
missing in my life," truly capture
her emotions.
Those lyrics express a way for
he r to escape the busy world and
find something that is missing in
her life. This song also has a good
beat to it and the chorus has a good
rhythm.
The song "Stephenvi ll e, TX"
basica lly reviews her life from

when she was young living in
A laska, to now residing in
Stephenville, Texas. The whole
sense of the song is basically about
the past, present and future.
Jewel's music is enjoyable
because she expresses her true
feelings. Even though she bas had
to overcome obstacles trying to
pursue her music career, she writes
songs with such emotion.
I highly recommend this
album because all the songs are
good. If you like Jewel's old style ,
you wi ll defini tely enjoy every
song.

Courtesy of www.jeweljk.com

Jewel takes a new approach to her music-back to the old.
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that was murdered in Kansas. He
calls his editor and goes down to
Kansas to do some research for his
article. He takes off for Kansas
with his longtime friend and
research assistant Harper Lee
(Catherine Keener).
The first person Capote meets
in town is Alvin Dewey (Chris
Cooper), the town's sheriff. When
Capote inquires about the murders,
Dewey says, "I don't care if you
catch who did this." Capote says,
" [ care."
Tt seems that Capote will not
get any interview with Dewey. But
Dewey's wife, a big fan of Capote,

invites him to dinner where he is
able to charm Dewey into revealing secret information.
Capote is one of those rare
Capote then goes to a funeral
movies that does not necessarily
home to see if he can get any more
keep you at the edge of your scat,
insider information. He sneaks into
but still holds your attention.
a room and opens the victim's casPhilip Seymour Hoffman
kets to discover their heads were
plays the role of Truman Capote,
wrapped in cotton.
the flamboyantly gay writer who
In a twist, the murderers were
· visited a small town in Kansas in
arrested, tried and convicted.
1959 to write an article. He ended
Capote hands money to a prison
up writing one of the most popular
warden to get unlimited access to
books of the 20th century, "In Cold
murderers Perry Smith and
Blood."
·
Richard Hickock.
The movie begins when
Capote builds a friendship
Capote sees a story about a family
with both Smith (Clifton Curtis Jr.)
and Hickock (Mark .Pellegrino),
gaining their trust and forming a
strong bond with Smith. Capote
felt as if they had .the same childhood struggles, moving from place
. to place and being raised in dysfunctional families .
. "Jfl leave here without understanding you, the world will see
you as a monster. Always. I don 't
want that," said Capote to Smith
trying to pump him for information.
Although Capote and Smith
were becoming friends, Capote's
behavior would mess up the
friendship.
Capote's first love was himself. He spent hours at parties in
New York praising himself and the
book he had yet to write. Finally,
Capote starts writing his book and
takes off to Spain before getting
any details of the murder from
Smith. He later returns to Smith to
find out the murder details in what
was one of the biggest twists in the
movie.
Capote is one of the best
movies
I have seen in a long time
Courtesy of www.rottentomatoes.com
and
I
definitely
recommend it.
The winner of Best Performance by an Actor in a Leading Role.

Pablo Garcia
Staff Writer
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Jceal ParkerfGuest Writer •

Matisyahu was only one ingredient of thi§-~ear's salad bowl of a

f~stival,

Coachella.

A little something for everyon~
Jceal Parker
Guest Writer

rounded affair and make the mainstream open its eyes to this no
longer little festival in the desert.
·The best thing that has been
said about having such a massive
congregation of art and music is
that everyone who goes to the fes-

tival in the desert has come from
some far and distant land. This
enhances the journey and the expe:
rience. That is what make~
Coachella different from any othe~
concerts, it is all about the experi~
ence that you have there.

The hottest place to be on
April 29 and 30 was the Coachella
Valley's 7th annual music & arts
festival in lndio.
The festival had over 90 different artists perform in 2 days on
5 different stages, and a bunch of
art installations on display. lt
would be the equivalent to
Woodstock, the California way
with the sweltering heat, mountains and palms trees.
If you have never been to
Coachella, it is like a buffet of
music, so much to choose from
and not enough room on your plate
to fit it all. So you got 2 days to
cram as much as you can.
1 started off with a little
Damien "Jr. Gong" Marley with a
dash of Sigur Ros, a hint of Franz
Ferdinand, Eagles ofDeath Metal,
a side of Atmosphere, and topped
it off with Daft Punic. 1 wanted to
go back for seconds on Damien
Marley, Atmosphere and Daft
Punk. It was just enough to get me
hungry for more.
The next day was even more
delicious.
Beginning
with
Matisyahu, Sleater-Kinney, Bloc
Party, Paul Oakenfold, Gnarls
Barkley,
Digable
Planets,
Madonna, Massive Attack, and
still had enough room for Coheed
Cambria. I did not even know the
ingredients to Gnarls Barkley were
Cee Lo Green and Danger Mouse.
They had not served up Digable
Planets in 10 years, but it was well
worth the wait.
· As far. as desserts go, there
were art installations all over the
place. A Coachella classic Tesla
coil sculpture, which shoots millions of electron volts into the
nights sky. There was a life size
Japanese robot that was an interactive sonic drum symphonic named
Metatrone Transformer rolling
around the venue.
New edition to the festivals
interactive installati.ons was the·
Cyclecide/ Bike Rodeo. This was a
pedal powered carnival and consisted of a dizzy toy, carousel and
cyclofuge. There were also igloolike domes all over the place with
exhibits inside of them.
The festival had a tent where
you could check your e-mail and
even send pictures from the live
performance you just photographed. The best part about that
was that they had a special section
for you to upload your digital pictures to the Internet and save them
to a disk in just minutes.
This years Coachella festival
had an unusual twist to it since it
featured mainstream artists like
Jceal ParkerfGuest Write~
fv!adonna and Kanye West. This Gnarls Barkley's Cee Lo Green (top) and Madonna (bottom).
just helped Coachella be a well- Most concert-goers were only able to see Madonna on-screen.
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.Day of prayer at CSUSB
Elizabeth Tomzik
Staff Writer

I

1

. Students and faculty gathered
by the flagpole, .May 4, 2006, to
pray for the nation.
Ian Smith, youth pastor of
Oa~ Valley Family Church, led
students and faculty in prayer for
both our nation and for CSUSB.
"(I have] a prayer for unity,
that people will forget about things
that are not important but remember what is real and right," Sn:iith
.said.
The National Day of Prayer
was established in 1952 by a joint
resolution of Congress and was
signed into law by President Harry
Truman.
This was the third official year
that CSUSB hosted a National Day
of Prayer at the school's flagpole.
Smith prayed for the national
and local governments, President
and First Lady Bush, the troops at
home and overseas, the local

Courtesy of 2cusaab.org

•

Members of SAAB's first chapter, located at Georgia Southwestern State University.
I

i&AAB fights college drop-out rates
•

;J,ason Palmer

This organization is not a club in college becatJSe the dropout rate
or fraternity, but an addition to the for African American students is at
'
Student Union, which will help an all time high.
- A new organization helps benefit African American students
Cash said, "Everyone is treatyoung black hlales to take full at Cal State San Bernardino.
ed equally in this organization',
advantage of a bright future ahead
They are involved in many which sets them apart from a club.
them. The Student African programs such as tutoring high- And there are no egos involved,
merican Brotherhood (SAAB) school students, financial planning which sets them apart from a fra!as helped to ensure the continued and much more. Some of their ternity."
f!,Cademic success of African other programs for members are
On Thurs., May 11, 2006, at 7
~merican males by helping 80%
financial, spiritual and personal p .m. in room 210-211 of the
f SAAB participants persist from development.
Student Union, the brothers of
eir freshman to sophomore year,
Appearance and demeanor are SAAB invite you to learn "the sysnd helping 86% of SAAB partici- · huge factors to this organization , tern," as well what they will not
ants graduate.
because they promote leadership teach you in the classroom.
Over the years, SAAB has and strive for education among
The meetings are hosted by
fr~ven that through strong leaderyoung African Americans. They Mr. Corey Jackson, who is the
hip and personal dedication, teach young students how to dress assistant to the Governor of
frican American college men can properly when in the corporate California.
dtieve personal and academic world, as well.
A new member to this organiccess.
Kijana Cash said, "[We] must zation, Jeremy Vasquez, said,
This organization started on be very focused in order to help "This organization is a breath of
~ecember 18, 2006. Unlike the
young African Americans to func- fresh air, and I am IO'Ving every
~lubs here at Cal State San
moment of it."
tion in the world."
ernardino, the SAAB pia s a
SAAB organization meetings
One of the main goals for the
t-rger role, in which they are a part organization is to change the cam- are held every week on Friday at 5
~f the Student Union.
pus, and keep more black students p.m.
~flWriter
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TEACH!
In as LITTLE as 9 Months*

The College o( Education at CSUSB
Lets You Touch the Future
We offer program options in:

• Elementary and Secondary Education
• Bilingual Education (with a Master's Degree)
• Special Education (with a Master's Degree)
·FOR INFORMATION CONTACT:
San Bernardino Campus ·.

• Elementary*, Secondary, and Bilingual Education
Faculty Office Bldg., Room 126
(909) 537-5650 or (909) 537-5603
• Special Education
Faculty Office Bldg., Room 146, (909) 537-5621
Palm Desert Campus

• Credential and Graduate Programs in Education
Indian Wells Center, Room 102
(760) 341-2883 ext. 78108
or (760) 341-2883 ext. 78109

California State University~San Bernardino
Visit our website at www .csusb.edulcoe/ for more details

Accredited by NCATE and CCTC
/

*Bachelor's degree and subject matter competency required
CSET coacl1ing is available (http://rimspi.csusb.edu)
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Attendees joined in for a song
of praise and worship.

Jayme& MerriW Chronicle

Orange and San Bernardino Counties

..

-·

Day of Prayer, said that she was
"praying to the Lord and He led
me to lead this event on campus."

Faculty, staff and students attended the National Day of Prayer event, located at CSUSBs flagpoles, last Thursday, May 4, 2006.

Plann.ed PareRthood®

· 1 APPOINTMENT
/

police, all the faculty of the university, as well as Dr. Albert Karnig.
"Prayer for our nation is a
mandate," said Smith .
"We are to pray for our leaders, whether we voted for them or
not. Prayer brings peace. We need
peace. [Thus], we need prayer in
the U.S."
The event opened with a song
of worship and was preceded by
the Pledge of Allegiance, which
was led by CSUSB Police Lt.
Jimmy Brown.
· "This is not a political or
rebellious rally," said Steve
Wiggins, formerly of Big Tent
Revival, who Jed the songs of worship. "This is an event to pray for
our nation."
"I used to go to 'See You at the
Pole' in high school," said CSUSB
senior Leslie Miskuin.
"What better way is there than
to spend a part of my day than to
be encouraged by prayer!"
Lillian Hernandez, committee
member of the CSUSB National
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Latino Student Business Association prepares students for future:
Yesenia Martinei
Staff Writer

Providing endless possibilities
for the students of Cal State San
Bernardino, the Latino Student
Business Association (LSBA) can
provide help to all those who seek
it.
Established as a Latino business organization, LSBA is diverse
and open to all ethnicities and
majors.
As their mission statement
states, "LSBA exists for the purpose of exemplifying and encouraging professionalism amongst
Latino students of all majors at
CSUSB. Furthermore, we will provide our members with the opportunity to participate in programs
and activities that will enhance
their academic, personal and professional abilities."

"Our organization introduces
our members to aspects of corporate and professional America, creating opportunities for interactions
with accomplished individuals,
creating a support network on
campus, active involvement in the
Latino community, cultural awareness through education for this and
future generations," said Yvette
Vasquez, member of LSBA.
Every month, LSBA hosts
some type of event.
This month, they will be hosting their first ever Corporate Mixer
that will be held at the university's
Santos Manuel Events Center,
from 6- 9 p.m. on Wed., May 10.
The purpose of the Mixer is to
develop a sense of communication
with various companies. There
will be representatives from local
and national corporations including: Target, Enterprise, Beneficial
financial, Anheiser Busch, and

Wells Fargo.
"LSBA is providing their stuIn addition, there will be many dents with a gre~t asset to their colmembers from the 13 California lege experience· by providing them
State University campuses. These with the privilege of performing as
campuses give network opportuni- guidance," said Vasquez.
Their associated advisor, Dr.
ties to LSBA, since it is linked
with the large United Latino Tom Rivera, always has a task for
Students group.
them. LSBA participates in comCorporate Mixer attendees · munity service such as, "I'm going
will also have the opportunity to to college."
participate iJ?. a business card-colStudents may attend their
lecting competition.
weekly meetings on Wednesdays
Another event that LSBA will at 6 p.m. in rooms SMSU 210-211.
be hosting is their car wash on
A $15 charge for the year, and
May 21, which will be held in the ability to commit, is all that is
Redlands; the location is still to be required to become part of LSBA.
announced.
T)lose interested may also find
Also on their list of upcoming pertinent infermation on their
events is a social on May 25 at myspace.com account: LSBA at
Tremors Club in the city of CSUSB. This is their visual webRiverside. On June 2, LS~A will site where many pictures and
host their Casino Night. Casino events are being posted regularly.
Night will be held at an alumni's
Freddie Martinez, president of
house, where a small fee will be LSBA, may also be contacted at
charged to enter.
(909) 520-2439.

Mike Arteaga/ LSBA members

Members showing support to the community at the LSBA walk'. ·

Different twist to ceramic art at CSUSB
'

MayS
1794 The United States Post Office was established.
1921 Sweden abolished capital punishment.
1933 Gandhi bc:gan a ~unger strike to protest British
oppression in· India.
1967 Muhammad Ali was indicted for refusing inductiofi.
in U.S. Anny.
·'· ·
1985 ''New Coke" was released to the publico~ the 99th_
anniversary of Coca-Cola.

May9
1429 Joan of Arc defeated the besieging English at
Orleans.
1785 Joseph Brarnah patented the beer-pump handle.
1960 The V.S.-Feedilftd Drug Administration (FDA)
ftrst ~m~ ~*'11 ~ oral birth-cqqtroJ. p 'll.
1994 ffefson Man'dela was chosen to be South A ca's
flrst black president.
All photos by
Tynesha Woolfork/Chronicle

A series of ceramic art from different classes was put on display in the Visual Arts building,
Gallery 106. The artists ranged
in classes from beginner to
advanced. If you missed this
show, you can catch a new one
by the end of the week. Shows
are changed every one and a
half to two weeks.

MaylO
1908 The first Mother's Day observance took place during a church service in Grafton, W.Va.
1933 The Nazis staged massive pubHc book burnings in
Germany.
·
1986 Navy Lt. Cmdr. Donnie Cochran became the flrst
black pilot to fly with the Blue Angels team.
2002 Dr. Pepper announced that it would be introducing
a new flavor, Red Fusion, for the ftrst time in 11 7 years

r-----------------•
"Maybe YOU are my match!"

I
I

I
I

:
Attend the National Marrow Donor
1 Program Bone Marrow Drive in order to
I "give hope to thousands of patients in
I
·
need of a transplant."

;
1

I

I
I

I

:

When: May 16th 9 a.m.- 6 p.m. and :
May 24th 9 a.m. - 5 p.m.
1
1
1 Where: The lawn in front of Pfau Library 1

·-----------------·
pfiCJii~\:'TifON
OOVNTV

0
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Mayll
1816 The American Bible Society was fonned in New
York City.
1858 Minnesota was admitted as the 32nd U.S. state.
1927 The Academy of Motion Picture Arts and Sciences
was founded.
2001 U.S. Attorney General John Ashcroft announced his
decision to approve a 30-day delay of the execution of
convicted Oklahoma City bomber, Timothy MeVeigh.

Mayl2
1847 William Clayton invented the odometer.
1926 The airship Norge became the flrst vessel to fly
over the North Pole.
1948 Tlie state of Israel and its provisional government
was established.
1992 Four suspects were arrested in the beating of trucker Reginald Denny at the start of the Los Angeles riots.

MNAfl'liOINO

San Bernardino County is hiring:
Probation Officers
Probation Corrections Officers
Co11tact: recruiter@prob.sbcounty.gov
# 909/387-6173
www.sbcounty.gov/probation

May 13
1821 The flrst practical printing press was patented in
the U.S. by Samuel Rust.
1888 Slavery was abolished in Brazil.
1927 "Black Friday" occurred in Gennany
1967 Mickey Mantle hit his SOOth homerun.

May14

Complete Computer
Troubleshooting &Repair
-· .
; Software & Hardware Installation
and more
In-home/business service calls
Reasonable prices

1796 The first smallpox vaccination was given by
r
Edward Jenner.
1878 The name Vaseline was registered by Robert A.
Chesebrough.
1904 The Olympic games were held in St. Louis, Mo. It
was the flrst time the games were hosted in the U.S.
1961 A bus carrying Freedom Riders was bombed and
, burned in Alabama.
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·:~06jective reportino "just a dream
Jennifer Kent
~!(Writer

· :, ' ~ On-air pandemonium broke
l
out in response to the opposing
viewpoints regarding the boycotts
and rallies of May l. A television
\ ...
~e~s program and a political radio
show argued with tempers flaring
as their respective audiences witq~·~.~ed the degradation of journal~i9 integrity that has become the
l)~Vmark of today's news media.
··,·"You took this country; you
~i~ed people in ord~r to take this
~R»Ptry for yourselves!" said Tony
Valdez, a reporter for Fox. 11
J?f~?VS. He was arguing with the
vif:ws of John Kobylt and Ken
Cbiampou, hosts of a Los AngelesQ~~.ed political commentary prog(a~, The John and Ken Show,
which
,> .. airs on KFI AM640.
•
Though this may have been
~ sentiment of the people in
..,.....,P~··· coverage, he had no right,
WJ~;oever, to make those claims
claiming his affiliation with
program that is supposedly
to delivering objective
to the citizens of Southern
a.
o matter what your stance on
'J

•

the issue of immigration is, you are
owed an impartial and dispassionate account of the facts.
Furthennore, I think that the
intense emotion, tension and
debate of this particular time in our
history warrants information to be
reported free from opinion so that
we can all make our own d.ecisions
about the future of this country.
Unfortunately, the media has failed
us in this respect.
Despite the ethical commitments of news reporters, there is
still an alarming amount of opinion prevalent in the media.
While I believe that opinion is
important to publicize, such as that
in political commentary or even in
this article, I also believe that it is
equally important to make your
audience aware that what you are
saying is opinion instead of fact.
I understand .that it is human
nature to make judgments on
information. I also understand that
we have a narcissistic tendency to
believe that those judgments are
right and should be passed ·on to
everyone we can tell so they will
have the right judgments, too.
As a reporter, J believe that it
is the duty of reporters to ignore

those predispositions and repo,rt
the news accurately and objectively. I'm not saying it's easy; I'm
simply saying that they knowingly
agreed to do·so when they entered
It
that particular profession.
sho.uld not be abandoned at any ·
cost.
When news reporters start
injecting their personal feelings
and beliefs into stories, they are
doing a disservice to you, their
audie!'lce. They are not only trying
to persuade you under the radar,
but they are basically saying that
you do not have the mental capacity to decide your own stance on
the issues.
While Tony Valdez will be
delivering an FCC-mandated public apology for his actions - scht;.duled befor~ press-time - it does not
change the fact that be violated his
obligation to report neutral news.
Even if you agree with every
word I am saying, I encourage you
not to stop here. I urge you to gQ
out and gather as much information as you can and to diversify
your sources so you can mak~ your
own decisions instead of regurgitating what you hear from "objective" reporters.

www.caglecartoons.com

Sex Ed or sex ·d ead?
Jesus Igualate
SmjJWriter
Failure is something people
do not like to experience. Failure
is most often something you can
learn from, but when it comes to
your life, failure is unacceptable.
In the world of contraceptives,
failure is not an option, yet they
are not perfect, and they occasionally fail. When it comes to your
_life, occasionally is not good
enough. The most common contraceptive out there is the condom. To
many people, if you use condoms
you are covered; no pun intended.
That is not the case. According to
www.contracept.info, condoms
fail3% of the time when used perfectly. In terms of actual use, the
failure rates of both male and
female condoms are much higher
because of the chance of misuse.
Out of 100 people that use any
of these two condoms, about 20
are gomg to be very disappointed.
However intimidating contraceptive failure sounds, one method
that is 100% failure proof is abstihence. Un1ess you have a case of
Immaculate Conception, in which

case I will kneel and kiss your feet,
abstinence never fails.
Religious leaders have recommended abstinence for years, and
now health professionals are jumping on the bandwagon. The issue
of abstinence from a health point
of view is less about heaven and
hell, but more about your safety.
I w'as asked.if it was realistic
t~ believ~Jlfat abstinence was posstble. Iffou truly care about yourself and your health, then it is very
possible. It is called making a sacrifice.
Priests are abstinent
because they are making a sacrifice. The point of sacrifice is
believing that giving something· up
is for the best; in this case, being
healthy is for the best.
It is possible and it can be
done, but only if you really want
100% assurance that you will not
have an unwanted pregnancy or
contract an STD. No one cares
about your health as much as you
do, which brings me to CSUSB.
What's the deal with the people outside of the Health Center or
at the Student Union Program
Board passing out condoms? They

talk about being safe, which is a
no]?le idea, but if that condom they
give me fails and I'm stuck either
being a young father or having a
disease, you better believe that I
am going to pull a McEnroe.
Really, what does giving out a
"Kama Sutra" bag filled with lubrication, condoms and a· sexuality
book have to do with the SUPB?
If a condom is going to fail, it
better be the one that I picked out.
If I'm going down, I'm going down
because l picked the faulty con- ,
dom, not because some random
person gave me the faulty condom.
When it comes to your life. you
make the call. This is a matter of
being safe. We live in a world
where HIV and AIDS are destroying lives, and a lot of kids are
being sent to orphanages because
their parents were not responsible.
We owe it to ourselves to be safe.
The only 100% guarantee of that
safety is through abstinence.
If you happen to buy a contraceptive and it fails, remember that
the condom didn't screw you, the
school didn't screw you, you
screwed yourself.

Letter to Editor: In the April 17, 2006 edition of the Coyote Chronicle, the front page featured an

www.caglecartoons.com

:irst impressions
ance and body language.
In other words, you were first
attracted to the cover of the book.
"Don't judge a book by its The attraction to the cover then
r." We probably heard this causes you to proceed and open
se a million times from our the book, or in this case, walk up
~~s, teachers and parents. But if to the man or woman to speak to
him or her.
~aon'tjudge a book based on its
I do not think a lot of people
~ver, then how are we to judge it?
Imagine walking into a dirty understand the importance of preg!ocery store or hospital that d?d senting themselves the way they
.·· look properly mainta,ined .. . want t.o be perceived. There are
would you stay? · Or, would you still many people that present
&urn around and head back in the themselves to physically appear
one way and seem to get upset at
:tirection that you came from?
:
Most of us would have auto- the reactions that others have
• t · ally formed sop1e kind of because of their appearance.
Recognize that before we base
ent about the store or hospi~-· om what we. have already our judgments on other things, it is
Shll; in other words judging it by in our human nature to base our
7
judgments on first impressions and
over.
~
· :The way we carry ourselves, these first impressions are based
}Vay we dress and the way we on covers.
Unfortunately, we do live in a
·will cause people to perceive
a certain way. We make judg- society where a book is judged by
•ts based on first impressions its cover and first impressions will
· perceive things the way they be made based on the way we
... resented to us; we are judged dress, the way we talk and the way
we carry ourselves.
arne way by others.
Therefore, some words of
·:In all situations, before you
.... ake further judgments based wisdom: pay attention to the way
ther things, our first impres- you are presenting yourself. If you
•
are based on what we first feel people reach decisions about
you in error, it may be that the·
••When you walk up to an impression you give is not the one
,._ctive man or woman, before you expect others to have.
talk to that person you are Ultimately, the only one to blame '
cted to the physical appear- for this is you.

......

Classifieds
Item Found!
iPod found last quarter. If
you have any questions or
can prove that it is yours,
contact campus police 909, 537-5165.

For Rent
Mountainside Village
Apartments
1660 Kendall Drive. 2&3
bedrooms, 2 pools,
washer/dryer connections, 2
laundry rooms. Rear exit
gate, perfect for students.
Call 909-880-2874.

Hiring
Hiring Architects and Civil
Engineers
Development/Construction
Company
Hiring, looking for future architects and civil engineers with
strong with knowledge of CAD.
For App. or more info contact
Andrea (909) 888-3000.

For Rent
Kendall Park Apartments
Brand new interior. I & 2
Bedrooms. Water, trash,
sewage paid. Pool, spa, laundry
room facility. Call for special
at (909) 887-0119.

article titled "Salaries for Faculty. on the Rise" by Daniel Otianga. The following was submitted to the
Chronicle irf response to the article:
Dear Coyote Chronicle,
Faculty salary increases are not determined by the stale legislature. The budget approved by the legislature for the CSU is for billions of dollars. The amount of money allocated from this total to faculty
salaries is subject to collective bargaining between the Board of Trustees of the CSU and the California
Faculty Associaf:ion. The Board of Trustees of the CSU are legally obligated to bargain in good faith with
CFA on this matter. The parties are currently in negotiations for a subsequent collective bargaining agreement and faculty salaries will be determined at the bargaining table. The Board of Trustees of the CSU and
CFA are completely free in negotiations to determine and reach agreement as to what percentage salary .
increases will be.
Serious improvements are needed in the faculty salary schedule. The current faculty salary schedule is
plagued with problems in equity' and structure. The CFA has heard from junior faculty members throughout the system regarding inversion and compression, which lead to new hires being paid thousands of dollars more than faculty members employed for some years. Serious inequity abounds for top-step senior
faculty members as well. Senior faculty depend on general salary ihcrease (GSis) when they reach the top
of the salary scale, and when there are no GSis-evenjust to keep up with inflation-they make no salary
gains.
Additionally, according to a report released earlier this month by the California Post-Secondary
Education Commission, which studies trends in higher education, faculty salaries in the CSU will lag
those in comparable institutions in other states by 18 percent in 2006/07 if steps are not taken to remedy
the growing discrepancy. In 2005/06 the salary gap was 16.8 percent. The report shows that in order for a
fuJI professor at the CSU to earn as much as a full professor at, say, Arizona State University, the CSU
must increase his/her salary by 26.7 percent, or about $20,000. The gap for Associate Professors is 12.6
percent; for Assistant Professors 12.5 percent and for Instructors 5 percent. Compared to other institutions
in other states, the CSU's are losing ground. It's part of the reason the CSU is having trouble hiring and
retaining faculty. The April 17, 2006 article also suggests that faculty salaries are linked to student fees. It
should be noted, the CFA is against linking faculty salary increases to student fee increases although a
number of Trustees have used low faculty salaries as an argument for the increases (rather than spending
their time seeking more support from the Legislature). Furthermore, despite the statements attributed to
President Karnig in the article, faculty salaries are not linked to staff salaries. Again, this is a matter of
how the money for each individual employee bargaining unit is allocated and how their respective contracts are negotiated.
Lastly, if President Kamig thinks faculty salaries are low, then as CSUSB Campus President and as a
member of the CSU Management Advisory Committee to Collective Bargaining, we expect that he will
speak up and tell the Chancellor and the CSU bargaining team that it's time to impro~ faculty salaries.
According to President Karnig in your article, "Everybody bas done with less . . .pe96}e have had to work
harder with less." However, last Fall, the Trustees increased compensation to t~i7- campus Presidents and
Chancellor's Office Administrators for a total of over $1,178,892 (or an average of 13%) while only
increasing faculty salaries by 3.5%. And, administrators on the CSUSB campus received an average
salary increase of 10.5% between Fall 2004 and Fall 2005, costing om campus over $400,000. The
Trustees don't 'state that student fees are related to these salary increeses; instead, they try to point fingers
at the faculty as the reason student fees must increase.
Why should students care about faculty salaries? The ability to offer new and current faculty an adequate salary that accounts for their education, expertise a,pd service directly affects the quality of education
offered to students. The quality of your academic pro~, your letters of recommendation, the size of
your classes, the opportunity to work closely with a faculty member on research or .community service
projects-all of these are contingent upon having a qualined, dedicated faculty. Current salaries, along with
the skyrocketing cost of living, mean tliat fewer new faculty are willing to come to this campus and more
faculty are retiring or resigning for other jobs.
Signed,
Dorothy Chen Maynard, Associate Professor of Health·Sciences; Dany Doueri, Lecturer of Arabic; Cecilia
]ulagay, Lecturer of Sociology, Yasha Karant, Associate Professor of Computer Science; Karen
Kohlenmainen, Associate Professor of Physics; Marcia Marx, Associate Professor of Sociology;Terri
N~ Associate Professor of French; Jacqueline Rhodes, Associate Professor of English; Mary Texeira,
Professor of Sociology.
·
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Athletes above the allegations_,
not; did police say when or whom
the report was filed by.
Another .. high-profile and
upcoming athlete, 19-year-old
Kwame
Brown,
Kobe, USC backup quarterback Mark
Sanchez, was arrested after a
Bryant, Mark Sanchez, Reade
Seligmann, and Collin Finnerty female student accused him of
are all high-profile athletes that sexual assault.
Sanchez was released on
either are, or have been accused
$200,000
bail and is temporarily
of alleged sexual assault. This
suspended
from school according
has always been an issue in the
to
espn.com.
Detectives still have
sports industry but, lately it has
not finished the investigation on
become an ongoing subject.
24-year-old Lakers center the alleged assault ..
Seligmann and Finnerty of
Kwame Brown, is being investigated for a sexual assault that the Duke Un~versity Lacrosse
allegedly
happened
early team are in the midst of an ongoSaturday after the Lakers beat ing investigation of an alleged
Phoenix in Game '3. Brown sexual assault with a stripper.
denied any wrongdoing shortly Meanwhile, the two students are
before the Lakers' loss Tuesday suspended from school.
Byrant, Lakers guard, was
night in Phoenix.
accused
two years ago of sexual
No charges have been filed

Amber Garlington

Staff Writer

Courtesy of espn.com

Brown is being investigated for an alleged sexual assault.

Conditioning equals camaraderie
Matt Phelps
Staff Writer

The off-season provides
CSUSB men's soccer team a time
to train and fundraise for the
upcoming season.
The team does their spring
conditioning usually without the
coach. This allows them the
chance to do things on their own
and grow as a team. They also
practice without the seniors from
the last year. Coach Noah
Kooiman said he likes to empower
the younger players to do more for
the team. He likes to open up leadership roles for the players who

feel they are ready to lead.
The team is not training as
hard as they would during the regular season. Kooiman said he
thought it was more important for
the athletes to work on keeping up
their grades. He doesn't want to
have to lose players to ineligibility
due to bad grades.
The other thing the team is
going to work on in the off-season
is fundraising.
Kooiman said he hopes to
raise $15,000 - $17,000 for next
season.
The team will be working
together on a car wash that will
hopefully put forth some good
money towards their goal. Along
with the car wash, each player will

BE AN ANGEl OF CHANGE.

,•

have to send three letters to people
and ask for donations for the program.
The team will also be hosting
a soccer camp July 10-12. Team
members will teach many youth on
how to play soccer.
Kooiman and his team get to
play some off-season games. The
scores of these games don't have
any influence on the season. It is
only for them to continue to practice and grasp what kind of team
they will have.
They recently plfyed games at
the Temecula Showcase. Each
team that participated bad five
games each.
"The guys are coming off a
high," Kooiman said, noting, that

the team ended last year with nine
wins, ten losses and two ties. They
made it to the CCAA and lost their
first game to Cal State Dominguez
Hills in overtime.
Lorenzo Loson and Oscar
Garcia are two key players who
will be returning for next season.
Loson and Garcia were both
named to the all-CCAA second
team last year. Loson led the team
in goals with nine.
Kooiman is in his second season as head coach of the CSUSB
men's soccer team. He is looking
forward to the next season and
thinks he will have a good team.
"I feel very good about coming rnto next season," Kooiman
said.

assault. The case was dismissed
after the alleged victim decided
not to participate in the case.
The common thread among
these high profile athletes is that
they are young. Many of these
sexual allegation trials with the
high-profile athlete don't make it
to court because some of these
women are scared that they may
ruin the athlete's career. This
does not seem to be the case anymore.
According to the USATODAY.com "Of those 168 allegations, involving 164 athletes,
only 22 saw their cases go to
trial, and only six cases resulted
in convictions. In another 46
cases, a plea agreement was
reached.
Combined with the six athletes convicted at trial and one

who pleaded guilty as charged;
that gives the athletes a 32% total
conviction rate in the resolved
cases.
That mea~ more than two-'
thirds were iever charged, saw
the charges dropped or wete
acquitted."
These sexual assault cases
have become very prominent and
will continue to be prominent if
these athletes keep putting therllselves m these positions.
They may be wrongfully accu~ed
of something they may not have
d6ne.
It is very important to lean{
both sides of the case involving
the accused and the accuser.
The facts may be very mis·
leading and may have negativ~·dr
positive effects of both his arid
her stories.
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Justin Hixson
Staff Writer
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Shea Johnson

~ffWr~ter

•.. With

expectations always
high, CSUSB's Women's Cross
Country team looks to continue to
lriake strides this year. After fin.
iShing fifth in conference and 13th
in regional last season, the team is
~oping that returners and new''
eomers
alike can compensate for
~ loss of All-American Tanya
~ferjahn.

;;: Zeferjahn
holds
school
in. the 5,000 and 6,000
in~ter runs and finished 28th in the
?J!.04
NCAA
National
~ltampionship.
~:~: Coach Tom Burleson, in his
17th season as coach, isn't worried
~ut the prospect of losing a
gimlity runner like Zeferjahti.
' "Obviously, when your num~ 1 runner leaves you, changes
(lie going to take place. People are
¢~fited to see who will step up",
Burleson said.
, · The top five runners this year
CPtprojected to be Senior Rebecca
Holly
Southworth,
Juniors
DiGer~amo and Meghan Holt,
and SopHSmbres karl Brandt and
Kristen ''Torrez. However, the
team finds itself in a fortunate
position. Coach Burleson believes
that any girl on the team has the
capability to be a top-five runner.
Also, the team's dynamic hasn't changed since the departure of
Zeferjahn. The squad remains
focused and dedicated.
That dedication has carried
over into the classroom as well.
The Coyotes achieved an average
of a 3.86 G.P.A. in the fall of2005.
The G.P.A. was the highest of any
Division II women's t~am in the
nation. Grades are a top priority
for Burleson, and he makes it a
point to recruit with that in mind.
..: For the first time in a few
years, the Coyotes will travel out
o{ state for an invitational this sea~n. Coach Burleson coins the
meet in . Salem, Oregon as the
event that he is looking forward to
the most. Ten girls will make the
~· and Burleson sees it as an
oij>ortunity to further build on the
~araderie already established.
Watch for the cross country
~ 's efforts at excelling on and
olf the track this August.
~ords
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There is no waiting until next
week for the Coyotes' baseball
team as they had their final series
of the seal!on against the Golden
Eag,les of Cal State L.A.
The Coyotes (22-18 overall,
18-14 CCAA) need to win all four
of their games against the Golden
Eagles in order to guarantee a spot
in the conference championship
tournament.
The Coyotes had a tough task
this past weekend as the Golden
Eagles have won eight of their last
10 games, to put Cal Stat~ L.A.
alone in first place in the conference.
Coyote pitchers are going to
have their work cut out for them as
Cal State L.A. boasts the second
best offense in the conference,

with a team batting average of
.327.
·Not only is Cal State L.A. a
good hitting squad, they also have
g~od pitching and have allowed
the least amount of earned runs in
the conference. This could prove
to be difficult for the Coyotes, who
have one of the conferences worst
offenses with a team average of
.292, good for third worst in the
conference.
The Coyotes have a tough
road ahead of them, but are confident in their chances to make the
conference tournament.
"I feel confident that if we
play our game, we can win
Conference and go to the regionals," said senior Jake Puckett.
The reason-the Coyotes are in
a must win situation is due to two
factors. One being the fact that the
'Yates split another series, this
time against Chico State.

With this past split, .the
Coyotes dropped from a tie for the
final spot to make the tournament
to a tie for fifth place with Cal
State Stanislaus.
Another reason the Coyotes
are in this spot is because two of
the ·teams they are battling with
played weak opponents:
One team ahead of the
Coyotes, UC San Diego, played
last place Cal State Monterey Bay,
who have only won six games in .
conference to their 26 losses.
Sonoma State, who the
Coyotes are competing with, sits
only a few percentage points
behind the Coyotes. Sonoma State
took on the second wor~t team in
conference, San Francisco State
(8-21 CCAA).
The teams that make the tournament will not be based off of
1
Justin Hixson/Chi onicle
their won-lost record, but rather by
Jr. Tim Montoya has 34 strikeouts with an ERA of 5.46.
their winning percentage.
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Martin's University (plus-14),
Grand Canyon (plus-15) and Cal
State Stanislaus (plus-16). .
·
Sophomore Dane Bagnell is
The CSUSB men's golf team
earned a trip to the West- the third place finisher from
Northwest Divis.ion II National CSUSB with final scores 72-7069- 211. Bagnell had a birdie at
Championship Tournament.
The team landed the fourth the 18th hole to help the Coyotes
ahead
of
Western
and final at-large berth after a ten- finish
sion-filled final round that had five Washington. Bagnell bagged six
teams separated by just five birdies with four of them on the
last day and his birdie at 18 was
strokes at the finish.
The West Regional tourna- money. Bagnell's scores helped
ment was held in Phoenix, AZ, the team tremendously li!nd helped
Mayl-3. This is the first time since him fmish in third place with a 541998 that the men's golf team hole total of 211 , 2-under-par.
Senior Ryan Plummer had his
advanced to the NCAA Division II
lowest
back-to-back rounds of the
tournament. The Coyotes played
in I 00-degree heat on the par-72, year, opening Tuesday's 69 and his
6,921-yard course, and Monday opening round of70 on the par-71.
they came out strong ending with a Plu~er 's score of 69 ; was the
result of six birdies, which put him
team score of 288.
Trailing in second place, the in tie for second place Tuesday.
team was trying to secure sole pos- Plummer shot a 4-over-par in the
session of West Regional on final round. He managed to tie for
Tuesday. Ryan Plummer had a fourth place with fmal scores 70score of 69, which put him in a tie 69-75-214.
Senior Bryan Newman played
for second place at 139, 3-under- ·
par and one shot back of individ- in his third West Regional, shot 74
ual leader Shane Prante of Saint on Monday, and rebounded with a
Martin's College. Ralph Bagnell ' l-over-par 72 . on Tuesday.
rallied on Tuesday with a round of Newman closed out the tourna70 and five birdies, which were ment with a 76. Final scores were
four shots better than his Monday 74-72-76- 222, and with the ·
birdie at No. 18, he helped the
round.
The ' Yote,s fmished fifth place Coyotes finish three strokes ahead
in the West Regional Tournament of Wes~ern Washington. He was
with a team score of 869, just four 23rd overall. The Division II
shots out of first. The team was Championship Tournament, will
17-over-par for 54 holes, behind be held at The Resort at Glade
region champion Cal State Springs in Daniels, West Virginia,
Bakersfield ( 13-over), Saint May 16-19.

Lorena Macias
Staff Writer

Robert Whltehead/CSUSB

The CSUSB men's golf team earned a trip to the Division II National Championship Tournament.
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WWPA Tourny

<;:,ourtesy of
~oyote Online
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CSUSB alltAmerica Sarah
R,eneker scored' five goals as the
{';oyotes throttled the Otters in the
toUrnament opener Friday mornf~· Reneker now has 98 goals on
ibe season and 318 in her four-year

Clreer.
:::::: Amy de Jonckheere, Bridget
Irerg and Freyja Berg each scored
tWice to aid the Coyotes' cause.
fte~ther Dohy had five saves in
go~al for the Coyotes, who led 7-3
at' the half and shut out the Otters
iJf~e final i4 minutes of play.
Chelsea Laning, the nation's
t&ding scorer with 109 goals for
~UMB, had only one against the
COyotes. ,
:-u·
· In the match with the Tritons,

>·.

the Coyotes trailed just 3-2 at the
half but the Tritons opened up a 63 advantage early in the third period.
The Coyotes shut them out in
the fourth period and closed to
within one with l :27 left in the
match but could not get the equalizer.
B.Berg had two goals while
Reneker, Tina Torres and F. Berg
each scored once. Dohy played
what Coach Tom Finwall called a
"phenomenal" game in the net,
making nine saves.
R.eneker scored five goals and
sisters Bridget and Freyja Berg
each added two Saturday as
CSUSB advanced to the fifthplace match in the tourney with a
13-7 win over Cal State East Bay.
Reneker's second five-goal
outing helped the Coyotes improve

to 23-19 on the season.
CSUSB led 2-1 at the end of
the first period, then exploded for
seven goals in the second period to
take a 9-2 lead over the Pioneers at
intermission.
East Bay outscored the
Coyotes 5-4 in the second half but
could not gain any traction.
Heather Dohy had nine saves in
goal.
The Coyotes knocked off Cal
State Monterey Bay 13-3 before
losing a hard-fought match with
15th-ranked UCSD, 6-5. Senior B.
Berg and her sophomore sister, F.
Berg.
Each scored four goals to lead
Cal State San Bernardino to an 118 victory over Cal State
Bakersfield to claim fifth place in
the·
Western
Water
Polo
Association championship tourny.

Robert Whltehead/CSUSB

Sr. All -American Sarah Reneker finished her collegiate career as the 'Yotes all-time leading scorer.

